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Student media 
advisor Bill 
Neville retires 
By Rachel McDaniel 
Executive editor 
Bill Neville, student media director 
at Georgia Southern, retired last week 
after 22 years of working at The George- 
Anne. 
Neville worked as an editor for the 
GSU campus newspaper from 1969 to 
1970, and he also wrote stories, columns 
and even drew the paper's editorial 
cartoons. 
Neville was destined to be a journalist 
from early on. He started working in 
journalism at the Statesboro High School 
newspaper. He worked his way to editor 
in chief of The George-Anne and after 
graduation from GSU, he worked as the 
executive editor of the Statesboro Herald 
for seven years. 
Over the years, Neville has helped The 
George-Anne make the transition from 
printing editions once a week all the way 
up to becoming one of only 100 daily 
collegiate newspapers in the U.S. He also 
helped launch The George-Anne Daily 
Web site, www.gadaily.com, last year. 
When Neville first started working 
at the newspaper, all of the pages were 
designed by cutting and pasting stories 
and photos. In the late 1990s, he helped 
install and operate the servers that 
allowed the newspaper to be designed 
electronically. 
Hundreds of students have worked 
with Neville during his tenure, and they 
all learned from his example. Chris 
Breneman, worked at Student Media 
from 1997 to 2002. He currently lives 
in Atlanta and works as a freelance 
writer. 
"It was the most fulfilling working 
experience I've ever had. He was more 
than a mentor; a lot of us call him our 
journalism father," said Breneman. 
"You could go to him with any 
questions, and some of my most fond 
memories are sitting in his office for 
hours talking about music, life, politics. 
I've been gone for five years, but I still 
talk to him on a regular basis." 
Neville worked with many 
administrators during his years at 
GSU. 
"Bill Neville has retired. I've only 
worked with him for a short time, but 
the students who worked under Bill have 
always done a great job of representing 
the university," said Dean of Students 
Georj Lewis. "As an institution, every 
day our goal is to get better, but there 
are no anticipated major changes for 
student media. We are going to keep 
supporting our students and the student 
media office." 
Jon Middleton, former George-Anne 
news editor, worked with Neville when 
the newspaper was published once a 
week during the 1970s. 
"It was great, he was the editor of the 
paper and he was always involved as a 
student. Bill was really laid back, and I 
don't remember ever a harsh word being 
see NEVILLE, page 2 
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Identity thieves cross 
cyber space security 
By Jenny Miller 
Staff writer 
It might feel like something from a bad dream, but 
it can easily become a reality. In the last year, over 9.3 
million Americans have become the victims of identity 
theft, a problem that has also quickly become a threat 
in cyber space. 
Many identity theft victims are accosted with scams 
through E-mail, with the fraudulent claims posed as 
familiar Web sites or services. 
Recently, scammers have posed as officials from 
Paypal, a business that allows money transfers to be made 
over the Internet. When Pat Farmer*, a local independent 
consultant, logged on to her Paypal account a month ago, 
she was prompted to enter personal information via a pop- 
up window. It asked for her 16-digit credit card number, 
the three-digit security code and the name as listed on the 
card. It also asked for her security questions that were 
used when she locked herself out of the account. 
The security question and answer was how the scam 
artists were able to enter Farmer's account and steal 
her identity. Within a two-hour period, the password 
see IDENTITY, page 5 
MCT Illustration 
Tips to avoid E-mail scams 
- Always use Anti-virus software 
- Always use a firewall 
- Disconnect from the Internet when idle 
- Be in control of your software 
-Take action immediately 
Lakeside Cafe 
goes wireless 
ByAmyMclntyre 
Assistant news editor 
This past week, Lakeside Cafe went 
high-tech with the installation of a 
wireless network. 
The wireless network will allow 
students to grab lunch from Wrapsody 
and continue working on assignments 
without being confined to the IT 
building or one of the computer labs 
around town. 
"The plan to go wireless in Lakeside 
is just one step in expanding our wireless 
infrastructure at Georgia Southern," said 
Thomas Wilson, assistant director of IT 
services. 
"We began last year in expanding 
our network by providing wireless 
connection to buildings like the Russell 
Union and Brannen Hall among others" 
said Wilson. 
This is good news for all Georgia 
Southern laptop owners. 
Previously, students with portable 
computers had only limited wireless 
connection on campus, which meant 
the benefits of lugging it around all day 
was limited to taking lecture notes and 
playing solitaire during class. 
Now, students can continue working 
with access to the Internet from 
numerous locations around campus 
like Lakeside. 
"It great that we are able to bring 
wireless connection to Lakeside and other 
buildings because students and faculty 
alike will be able to continue working in 
more comfortable environments without 
being crowded into places where there is 
wireless connection," said Wilson. 
Sophomore history major Megan 
Ferry echoes Wilson's remarks. 
"I like to study at different places 
around campus," said Ferry. "I have 
studied before at Lakeside, but I was only 
able to use my laptop in places like the 
IT building and the Union." 
"I will definitely use the wireless 
connection available at Lakeside," said 
Ferry. 
Anyone, including faculty members, 
students and visitors, can access the 
Georgia Southern wireless network 
for free. 
Connecting is not difficult. 
A complete set of instructions along 
with step-by-step pictures of what the 
computer screen should look like when 
accessing the network is available at 
http://cca.georgiasouthern.edu/wireless. 
php. 
When asked where they would like 
to take wireless next, Wilson said the 
Nessmith-Lane building. 
Psychology clinic offers free mental wellness workshops 
Special to the G-A 
The Psychology Clinic at 
Georgia Southern University 
will offer a series of workshops 
designed to help individuals 
who live in Bulloch County and 
the surrounding counties with 
common concerns in everyday 
living. 
Each-workshop" addresses a 
specific topic and will be led by 
graduate students in the Clinical 
Psychology master's degree 
program under the supervision of 
a licensed counselor. 
All workshops will take place 
in the Paul F. Carroll Building, 
Room 2272. 
The series begins with "Beating 
the Winter Blues" on Tuesday, Feb. 
13, from 5-6:30 p.m. 
Topics include learning to 
recognize when the "blues" become 
a more serious depression; simple 
things anyone can do to improve 
their mood; and excellent self-help 
tactics and resources will be among 
the topics presented. 
The second workshop, "Stress 
Mastery," will be held Tuesday Feb. 
27, from 5-6:30 p.m. 
Stress is an inevitable and 
sometimes overwhelming problem 
for many people in today's world. 
This workshop will help 
participants learn to identify 
and reduce stressors, and how 
to manage stressors that are 
unavoidable. 
"Spring Cleaning: a Guide 
to Organizing Your Life" will be 
presented Tuesday, March 6, from 
5-6:30 p.m. 
Getting rid of unwanted items 
and organizing the things you want 
to keep is a challenge for many. 
This workshop will focus on 
making the needed decisions and 
seeking support from friends and 
family in doing so. 
The final workshop will be 
Tuesday, April 10, from 5-6:30 p.m. 
It is titled "The Worry Cure" and 
is based on the self-help book of 
the same title. 
Presenters will review the 
author s Seven Steps to help reduce 
worry and to lead a life free of 
unnecessary anxiety. 
While these workshops are free 
to the public, they are limited to the 
first 12 participants who call. 
Spaces may be reserved by 
calling the Georgia Southern 
Psychology Clinic at 912-871- 
1685. 
'Beating the 
Winter Blues' 
Tuesday, Feb. 13 
5 - 6:30 p.m. 
Carroll Building 
Room 2272 
'Stress Mastery' 
Tuesday, Feb. 27 
5 - 6:30 p.m. 
Carroll Building 
Room 2272 
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22 years in review 
Neville Bill Neville has been an important part of The George-Anne 
since his years as editor from 1969 to 1970. He retired last week 
after more than two decades of leading Student Media publica- 
tions, including the Reflector, The George-Anne Daily and the 
Miscellany. 
Neville help move the newspaper from printing twice a week 
to publishing daily and from pasting together the paper to us- 
ing the technology we have today. 
Earlier this month The George Anne Daily won 14 awards at 
the Georgia Collegiate Press Association, including first place, 
general excellence: 
from page 1 
spoken," said Middleton. 
"He was learning a lot about 
journalism then. My George- 
Anne experience was a positive 
thing, and it really helped me 
assimilate back into society after 
comingbackfrom Vietnam," said 
Middleton. 
Although Nevilles experi- 
ence at GSU and in the field of 
journalism will not be easy to 
replace, student media is still 
moving forward. 
"I'm really proud of the work 
that the students are doing and 
we're going to continue to sup- 
port Student Media in their ef- 
forts and endeavors," said dean 
Lewis. 
"We will continue to look 
for and expect great things from 
Student Media." 
Neville celebrates with the current George-Anne Daily staff after winning 
awards in Macon. 
An early picture of Neville shows him at the Bulloch Herald's printing press where The George-Anne was printed and is still printed. 
Neville kept his school spirit high, he is shown here with GSU's Gus. 
I:-.' 
Bill-isms: quotes from Neville 
* Mr. Bill on journalism: "Journalism is history on the fly." 
* Mr. Bill on Student Media: "Student Media not only lets students get real experience in the field, 
but it puts the kids that go through it an edge because by the time they've graduated they have 
clips ready to send to employers and a lot of them will have had experience managing their peers." 
* Mr. Bill on a good news story: "Oh yeah, I only demanded you have some balance. Imagine that!" 
* Mr. Bill, after looking into The Reflector office circa 2001: "Isn't this nice? Here comes deadline 
and you're just sitting on your thumbs." 
* Mr. Bill on problem solving:"Well, it's time to figure it out, isn't it?" 
* Mr. Bill on getting his long hair cut off: "Why did I cut my hair? Well, most people have a bad hair 
day. I just decided to have a bad hair decade. Figured it was time.for a change." 
* Mr. Bill at a George-Anne meeting less than an hour after the 9/11 terrorist attacks: "People 
right now have no clue what's going on in the country, let alone on campus. It's your job today to 
find that out for them. The paper still has to go out tomorrow and I know all of you can do this. 
Now get to it." 
* Mr. Bill on freedom of the press: "I don't care who it is, no one gets to dictate what the paper 
publishes. That's just the way things are and sorry if you don't like it." 
* Mr. Bill on a job well done: "Not bad, not bad." 
* Mr. Bill on undue criticism: "Let them hang themselves." 
* Mr. Bill on saying goodbye. "Catch you on the flip side." 
Neville made time to see his students outside of the newsroom, even traveling toTybee Island to see an editor 
get married. 
Bill Neville holds former editor Kelly Calloway's young daughter Riley. 
Newspaper design during Neville's years as editor in chief was done by cutting and pasting photos and stories. 
Special Photos 
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Library receives donation 
GSU News Service 
The Friends of Zach S. Hender- 
son Library at Georgia Southern 
have given $10,000 to the library's 
endowment. 
The annual interest from en- 
dowment funds is used to purchase 
books and subscribe to various 
electronic resources. 
1 "As the costs of information re- 
sources continue to increase faster 
than the University's budget, we are 
very grateful for private support," 
said W. Bede Mitchell, the dean of 
the Henderson Library. 
"This gift will not only benefit 
Georgia Southern's faculty and 
students, but also the entire region 
since all Georgia residents and 
businesses are welcome to use the 
Henderson Library." 
The Friends organization is 
dedicated to supporting and 
strengthening the Henderson Li- 
brary's services and collections. 
According to advisory board 
chair Laura Wheaton, the money 
donated to the library endow- 
ment was raised through annual 
membership dues and a variety of 
special events, such as the Decem- 
ber book signing at Statesboro's 
Gallery 33 West by University 
historian Del Presley, who wrote 
"The Southern Century: Georgia 
Southern University 1906-2006." 
For more information on the 
Friends of Zach S. Henderson 
Library, visit http://library.geor- 
giasouthern.edu/support/friends. 
html or call 912-681-5115. 
Angela Byrd/STAFF 
Pictured, from the left, 1 st runner up Jaeda Bennett, winner Joi Livingston, 
and 2nd runner up Asiaa Karriem. 
Miss Purple Essence crowned 
By Angela Byrd 
Staff writer 
The brothers of the Zeta Delta 
Delta chapter of Omega Psi Phi 
Fraterrtiiyi incorporated, Hosted the 
Second Annual Miss Purple Essence 
Scholarship Pageant on Wednesday 
at the Russell Union Ballroom. 
This year's theme, "Renaissance 
Woman," was inspired by the pag- 
eant's central phases of competition. 
The "Style" swimwear competition, 
the "Soul" talent competition, the 
"Grace" evening wear competition, 
and the "Expression" question and 
answer in casual wear competition. 
Kordia Hardy, president of the 
fraternity, stated that this year's pag- 
eant was truly a remarkable event. 
"I'm extremely happy with the 
attendance at the pageant. So many 
people came to cheer on and support 
the contestants, who did an amazing 
job. Overall, the pageant was great 
•i' and there will be many more in the-' 
v future," said Hardy. 
Hosts for the evening included 
Miss Purple Essence 2006, Brenda 
Bridges and member of the fraternity, 
Christopher Pugh. 
After the competition, Ms. 
Joi Livingston of Ocilla, GA was 
crowned Miss Purple Essence 
2007. 
Livingston also received a $500 
scholarship and other gifts. Miss 
Purple 1 st Runner Up was Jaeda Ben- 
nett and Miss Gold Second Runner 
Up was Asiaa Karriem. 
A CLINICAL TRIALS 
I AT THE  ™™W   MEDICAL COLLEGE OF GEORGIA 
^omen Helping Women 
i HMpwac rrii tor women; 
A Herpes V«ii Study 
For women age f 8-30 without oral or genital herpes 
This study of an experimental vaccine might protect women against 
herpes. 
Participants receive: 
'  Free screening for herpes 
• An investigational vaccine against herpes or hepatitis A 
• Financial compensation for time and travel 
For more information, contact: 
Medical College of Georgia 
706-721-2535 
877-643-1414 (toll-free) 
womens health@mcq.edu 
www.herpevaccine.nih.gov 
GSU study participants 
will be seen at the GSU 
Health Center 
This vaccine CANNOT give you herpes. 
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STATEMENT 
OF OPERATIONS 
The George-Anne Daily is the 
official student newspaper of 
Georgia Southern University, 
owned and operated by GSU stud- 
ents and utilizing the facilities 
provided by GSU. The newspaper 
is the oldest continuously 
published newspaper in Bulloch 
County and Statesboro, Ga.The 
newspaper is a designated public 
forum for the Georgia Southern 
University community. The ideas 
expressed herein are those of the 
editor or the individual authors 
and do not necessarily represent 
the views of the Student Media 
Advisory Board, the adminis- 
tration, the faculty and staff of 
Georgia Southern University, or 
the University System of Georgia. 
The George-Anne is published 
four times weekly (Monday- 
Tuesday-Wednesday-Thursday) 
during most of the academic year 
and six times during summers. 
Any questions regarding content 
should be directed to the editor 
at by phone at 912/681-5246 or 
fax at 912/486-7113. 
Readers may access the newspa- 
per and its archives staff by visit- 
ing our web site at http://www. 
gadaily.com. 
SUPPORT 
The G-A is funded primarily 
through revenue from 
advertisements placed in the 
paper and receives additional 
support, in part, from the Student 
Activities Budget Committee. 
STUDENTS BEWARE 
The G-A screens all advertise- 
ments prior to publication.The 
newspaper strives to accept 
ads for legitimate products and 
services only. Students are urged 
to exercise caution when replying 
to ads — particularly those which 
require a credit card number, 
other personal information, or 
money in advance of the delivery 
of a product or service. Students 
are also urged to report to the 
newspaper any suspicious offers 
which they might see in an ad. 
Remember, if an offer seems too 
good to be true, it probably is. 
FREEBIEINFO 
ALL FREE student and faculty ads 
to be run in the G-A must have 
a NAME, P.O. BOX and PHONE 
NUMBER. Ads will be rejected if 
they do not have this informa- 
tion. NO EXCEPTIONS. 
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES 
Room 2023, F. I. Williams Center. 
The George-Anne, P.O. Box 8001, 
Georgia Southern University, 
Statesboro, Ga. 30460.912/681- 
S246 (News) or912/681-S418 
(Advertising) or 912/486-7113 
(Fax); 912/681 -0069 (adviser). 
EMAIL DIRECTORY 
Executive Editor 
gaeditor@georgiasouthern.edu 
Managing Editor 
gamed@georgiasouthern.edu 
News Editor 
ganewsed@georgiasouthern.edu 
Advertising 
ads@georgiasouthern.edu or adsW 
georgiasouthern.edu 
ADVERTISING 
The George-Anne reserves the 
right to refuse any advertisement. 
DISPLAYAD DEADLINEiJhe dead- 
line for reserving space and sub- 
mitting advertising copy is Noon, 
one week prior to the intended 
publication date. 
FOR MORE INFO, rate cards, 
sample publications, contact: 
Lindsey Anthony, Marketing Di- 
rector, ADS, (912) 681 -5418, ads@ 
georgiasouthern.edu oradsW 
georgiasouthern.edu; or Bill Ne- 
ville, Student Media Coordinator, 
(912) 681 -0069, bneville@georgia- 
southern.edu 
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS: 
The newspaper makes every 
reasonable effort to present cor- 
rect and complete information 
in advertisements. However, the 
advertiser is responsible for proof- 
ing the ad upon publication and 
should notify the newspaper im- 
mediately in the event of an error. 
The newspaper is not responsible 
for any errors in advertisements 
and its liability for adjustments 
is limited to the amount of space 
the error occupied in the ad. Fur- 
ther, the newspaper is not respon- 
sible for any damages caused 
due to an ad's omission from a 
particular edition and its respon- 
sibility solely is to reschedule the 
ad in the next regular edition at 
the regular advertising rates. 
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified 
ads from students, faculty and 
staff must be non-commercial in 
nature and submitted in writing, 
with the name of the sender, 
local address, and phone number. 
No free ads taken via telephone 
- at this price we don't take 
dictation. One free ad per person 
per week. Commercial classified 
are available only from our online 
site at www.gsuads.com. The price 
of commercial ads is S7 for 200 
characters for line ads. Ads must 
be paid for using a major credit 
card. For classified display ads, 
contact gaclass@georgiasouthern. 
edu 
CIRCULATION INFORMATION: 
Mail subscriptions are not 
available at this time. However, 
readers may visit our web site for 
free access to current and past 
issues. Visit www.stp.georgia- 
southern.edu. It is the goal of the 
newspaper to have its edition 
placed on-line within 24 hours of 
publication. Breaking news will 
be placed on-line as warranted. 
The G-A is distributed free of 
charge on the Georgia Southern 
University campus through 
delivery sites located in campus 
buildings, at off-campus sites, 
and in residence halls. 
NOTICE 
Readers may pick up one free 
copy, and a second for a room- 
mate or acquaintance, at distribu- 
tion sites. Additional copies are 
50 cents each and are available 
at the Williams Center. However, 
unauthorized removal of addition- 
al copies from a distribution site 
constitutes theft under Georgia 
law, a misdemeanor offense pun- 
ishable by a fine and/or jail time. 
Editors will seek to have any per- 
sons) who removes more than 
the authorized number of copies 
from distribution sites prosecut- 
ed to the full extent of the law. 
NOTE 
We gratefully acknowledge the 
theft of one of our slogans - 
"Liked by Many, Cussed by Some, 
Read by them All"- from Robert 
Williams of the BlackshearTimes. 
Call Bob and he can tell you who 
he stole it from originally. Credit 
for the other-"Covering Campus 
like A Swarm of Gnats - goes to 
G-A alum Mike Mills. 
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Delores Jones of Richardson, Texas, is at risk of outliving her money, but with the help of a financial planner she 
hopes to change her spending habits, December 22,2006. 
For many retirees, outliving 
savings is a growing concern 
McClatchy Newspapers 
Delores Jones is worried her money 
will run out. "I'm either too old or 
too fancy," she told Dr. Phil after her 
divorce in 1983. 
But living well isn't Jones' weak- 
ness. Living too long is what the former 
ad copywriter from Wichita Falls, 
Texas, needs to worry about. She's still 
going strong at 71, and longevity runs 
in her family. 
"I wanted to be certain that I 
wouldn't outlive what I have to live 
on," she said. 
If Jones doesn't act quickly, she 
will outlive her money, said Lynn 
Lawrance, a certified financial plan- 
ner at Financial Network Investment 
Corp. who came up with an action 
plan for Jones. 
Jones' situation is common among 
retirees and pre-retirees. "There's a 
tendency for people to grossly under- 
estimate what it'll cost in retirement," 
Lawrance said. 
With people living longer, thanks 
to medical advances, a person who 
retires at 65 could very well live 
an additional 20 or 30 years — the 
equivalent of a second career. 
What's more, with traditional 
pensions disappearing, the difference 
between a comfortable retirement and 
living hand-to-mouth increasingly 
hangs on a person's individual 
savings. 
INTERNATIONAL NEWS 
U.S., Iran could be starting new proxy war5 
McClatchy Newspapers 
During the Cold War, the United 
States and the Soviet Union avoided 
fighting each other directly, with both 
great powers fearing direct battles 
could escalate into a nuclear war. In- 
stead, they supported opposing sides 
in conflicts in Afghanistan, Angola, 
Korea, Vietnam and other hotspots 
around the world. 
Analysts now say that the U.S. 
and Iran could be at the start of the 
same sort of "proxy war" in Iraq, 
perhaps the first such conflict in the 
new era of warfare since the end of 
the Cold War. 
The latest verbal shot was fired 
Sunday when U.S. military officials in 
Baghdad accused "the highest level" of 
Iran's government of supplying Iraqi 
militants with armor-piercing road- 
side bombs called "explosively formed 
penetrators," or EFPs, that have been 
responsible for the deaths of 170 mem- 
bers of the U.S.-led coalition. 
When President Bush recently 
accused Iran of providing weapons 
and training to militias attacking 
U.S. troops in Iraq, he said U.S. forces 
would kill or capture Iranian opera- 
tives in Iraq, but would not attack Iran 
directly. 
"We've known for a while that 
Iran was providing lethal aid to the 
insurgents, we're just finally pushing 
back," a senior administration official 
said last week in an interview. "Iran 
has to understand that it is not getting 
a free pass anymore." 
In turn, Tehran's ambassador to the 
United Nations, Javad Zarif, accused 
the U.S. in a column Thursday in The 
New York Times of "trying to make 
Iran its scapegoat and fabricating evi- 
dence of Iranian activities in Iraq." 
With the ratcheting up of tensions, 
analysts say the potential for a misstep 
looms large. 
"The worst case is that there's an 
accidental war," said Robert Malley, 
Middle East program director for 
the International Crisis Group, an 
independent research organization. 
"Neither side maythinkit's in theirbest 
interest, but they have to hit back to 
show they're not doing nothing." 
QUICK, WHAT'S NEW 
McClatchy Newspapers 
Chemical engineer makes reactors 
in his basement 
The students and employees orbit 
the hulking machine, pausing to 
tighten a nut or bend a gas line or 
fasten an electrical lead. 
BASF, the largest chemical com- 
pany in the world, is paying $375,000 
for this machine, one of just 20 in 
the world that can lead the search for 
new catalysts, the chemical engines 
that power much of our industrial 
economy, from fuels to fabrics to 
plastics to fertilizer. 
USDA may allow China to import 
chickens to U.S. 
The U.S. Department of Agriculture 
wants to allow China, where 14 people 
have died of bird flu since 2003, to sell 
chicken to the United States. 
The agency is drafting a rule that 
would permit China to export cooked 
poultry to Americans, even though 
public health officials have been warn- 
ing for several years about a potential 
avian influenza pandemic. 
For candidates, no B.A. is no big deal 
Philadelphia has a good chance of 
winding up next January with something 
you won't find in New York, Los Angeles, 
Chicago or Boston. 
A mayor without a bachelor's 
degree. 
Three of the five major candidates 
in the May 15 Democratic primary lack 
what is widely seen as a basic credential 
of modern life. 
They are businessman Tom Knox 
and U.S. Reps. Bob Brady and Chaka Fat- 
tah, the last of whom does have a master s 
in government administration. 
Anna Nicole's death causes sales spike 
Anna Nicole Smith could become 
even more of a money maker in death 
than she was in life. 
The sales ranking for the DVDs of the 
blondbeauty's reality TV show has soared 
a staggering 180,000 percent on Amazon, 
com since the models sudden death in a 
Florida hotel room Thursday. 
IRS seeks fraud 
on phone tax 
refund 
A one-time telephone tax refund, 
estimated at $10 billion nationally, is 
being abused by some tax filers and 
overlooked by others. 
Last week, Internal Revenue Service 
officials began working to increase 
awareness about the refund and crack- 
ing down on those trying to claim more 
than they are due. 
IRS criminal investigation special 
agents will be visiting 22 separate 
tax preparers across the country to 
ensure the refunds are being properly 
requested. 
Voters growing 
impatient 
In Washington, Democrats are 
blaming Republicans for the Senate's 
failure so far to vote on a resolution 
opposing a troop increase in Iraq. 
But in the heartland, some voters 
say such excuses no longer are good 
enough. 
Having banked on the promise 
that Democrats would force a change 
of course in Iraq if they won control 
of Congress, some of the people who 
helped the Democrats get there are 
growing impatient. 
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Tuesday, February 13 Physics te 
2 p.m. 
Softball GSU News Service 
Florida State vs. GSU 
Lady Eagle Field Physics Professor Sarah Higdon 
and students Josh Davidson and 
5 p.m. - 8 p.m. Daniel Richey of Georgia Southern 
Fulbright workshop recently returned from a visit 
Russell Union 2084 to the world-renowned Arecibo 
Observatory in Puerto Rico, home 
5:30 p.m. - 6:15 p.m. to the largest radio telescope in the 
College republican meeting world. 
Russell Union 2042 Using the observatory's radio 
telescope - which features a dish 
5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. that measures 1,000 feet in diameter 
Leadership workshop - scientists search for dark galaxies, 
Russell Union 2048 consisting of dark matter and 
hyrdrogen gas, and very few stars 
6 p.m. - 9 p.m. and other features in space. 
Money Talks seminar "The survey is looking for larger 
Russell Union 2080 gaseous features known as tidal tails. 
These are formed when galaxies 
6:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. collide and can be 500,000 light years 
Habitat for Humanity in length, which is five times longer 
Russell Union 2052 than the diameter of our own galaxy, 
the Milky Way." 
7 p.m.-11:50 p.m. The Arecibo Observatory is part 
91.9 The Buzz presents: of the National Astronomy and 
City Sleeps Ionosphere Center, a research facility 
Apex operated by Cornell University under 
a cooperative agreement with the 
7 p.m. - 9 p.m. National Science Foundation. 
Wild 'n Out The observatory is considered 
Russell Union Ballroom one of the most important centers 
for research in radio astronomy, 
8 p.m. - 10 p.m. planetary radar and terrestrial 
Movie: Borat astronomy. 
Russell Union Theatre According to Higdon, radio 
telescopes are crucial instruments in 
8 p.m.- 11p.m. the study of the heavens because they 
Students in free enterprise can detect things that are invisible to 
Russell Union 2052 optical telescopes. 
A radio telescope is comprised 
8 p.m. - 10 p.m. of numerous intricate parts, but the 
The Plug most striking feature of the one at 
IT Auditorium the Arecibo Observatory is its dish. 
Looking somewhat like a TV satellite 
9 p.m.- 11p.m. receiver on steroids, the dish covers 
Swing Cats 
Williams Center Dining Hall 
. POLICE BEAT 
Wednesday, February 14 
02-09-2007 
Valentine's Day 
• Patrick A. Dawson, 23, of 
9 a.m. -1 p.m. The Woodlands Apartments, 
MS Vista and Office 2007 Statesboro, was charged with 
Nessmith Lane Assembly Hall DUI, fleeing from an officer, lay- 
ing drag, failure to maintain lane, 
9 a.m. -10 p.m. and stop-sjgn violation. 
Pick up candy gram 
Russell Union 2041 02-11-2007 
6 p.m. - 8 p.m. • Jacob Raymond Keith, 27, of 
.   Student government meeting Vidalia, Ga., was charged with 
Russell Union Ballroom possession of marijuana. 
7 p.m. - 9 p.m. • EricPaxtonKeller,20,ofScotchPine 
Anime crew Avenue, Statesboro, was charged 
Russell Union 2042 with DUI and stop-sign violation. 
am works with worlds largest radio scope 
Identity 
from page 1 
had been changed and there were 
three transactions on her account 
that totaled over $2000. 
Fortunately, the fraud unit at 
Paypal saw that these transactions 
were from a different ISP number 
and alerted Farmer about them. The 
ISP's used were in both located 
in Thailand and Nige 
ria, a long way from 
Statesboro. 
"I learned that 
once you get onto 
a secured website, 
those companies 
will not ever ask for 
personal informa- 
tion," said Farmer. 
She called the fraud 
unit right away and within 
a week, she had gotten all of the 
money back that had been stolen 
from her. Farmer still is not able to 
accept credit card transactions from 
her customers because after you are 
a victim of identity fraud, you have 
to verify the information through a 
landline telephone and she only had 
a cell phone. 
She said she understands that it 
is easy to think that identity fraud 
can't hit home. 
"Until it happens to you, you 
just don't know about the dangers," 
she said. 
What are the concerns that go 
along with identity theft? Along with 
stealing your credit card and social 
security numbers, identity fraud 
victims can lose all sorts of personal 
information.   It is also possible for 
identity thieves to open other ac- 
counts in your name and charge items 
in your name. 
Paypal is not the only site to fall 
victim of identity theft. Most people 
have received some form of the email 
that is most popularly known as the 
"Nigerian money transfer" scamj 
asking the person to create a bank 
account and to share a large sum of 
money. 
There are more than 250 variants 
of the scam and has been around for 
over 25 years. The technology 
age has made it easier 
than ever before to 
con people out of 
money.   Accord- 
ing to the Federal 
Trade Commis- 
sion, billions of 
dollars have been 
lost on this scam. 
There are several 
things you can do to 
avoid being a.victim of 
online identity theft. 
"No banks or secure sites are go- 
ing to request information online," 
said Georgia Southern lead Security 
Support Specialist Mike Fox. 
According to Fox, any emails that 
you are not expecting, you should not 
open. Contact whom the email came 
from and never click on any attach- 
ments if you do decide to open the 
email. Ifyoudoopenanyidentitytheft 
tools, make sure they are scanned with 
Spybot Search and Destroy or some 
program similar to it. Fox also said 
that programs like these can help, but 
are not 100% effective. 
"Pay attention to where you go 
online...and always keep antivirus 
software up to date," he said. 
* Name has been changed to pro- 
tect the identity of the source. 
Special Photo 
A GSU professor and students joined physics experts at Arecibo Observatory 
in Puerto Rico. 
destructive radar waves. 
"The ALFALFA survey will take 
about six years to complete, and this 
trip was the first step in our students 
becoming regular participants," 
Higdon said. 
"Few undergraduate students 
ever get the chance to participate 
in an astronomical observing 
run at a world-class facility. This 
opportunity is usually only available 
to Ph.D. students." Davidson is 
a sophomore from Byron, Ga., and 
Richey is a junior from Claxton, 
Ga. 
In addition to visiting the Arecibo 
Observatory, these and other GSU 
students will be trained as remote 
observers who can control the radio 
telescope from offices within the 
university's physics department. 
They will analyze the data as part 
of their research projects and present 
their findings at a conference in 
Puerto Rico this fall. 
"The direct involvement oi- 
undergraduate students in research 
projects within a legacy survey 
will enhance their education, and 
involvement in interesting, exciting 
research projects encourages students 
to consider careers in science," 
Higdon said. "The Arecibo program 
will extend research opportunities to 
undergraduates who otherwise not 
participate." 
This is especially important as we 
see a declining number of domestic 
students continuing in science. 
"Faculty and peer mentoring, 
which is an important part of this 
program, is a proven method for 
facilitating the next generation of 
astronomers," said Higdon. 
almost 20 acres and is 167 feet deep. 
Thanks to the Arecibo 
Observatory's mammoth radio 
telescope, the ALFALFA survey 
expects to locate and study 20,000 
galaxies - some of which are a billion 
light years away from earth. 
A single light year, by the way, is 
six trillion miles. 
"Radio observations are often 
used to see the 'stuff' between the 
stars, which is called the interstellar 
medium,"Higdonsaid."TheALFALFA 
survey is detecting atomic hydrogen 
gas in the interstellar medium." 
A typical time scale for the 
emission of a photon from a single 
hydrogen atom is around 11 million 
years. That's a long time to wait to see 
something. 
"However, there is such a vast 
amount of hydrogen in these atomic 
clouds that we can detect them in a 
matter of minutes using the Arecibo 
telescope," she said. 
Through their relationship with 
the ALFALFA survey, which is led 
by Cornell professors Riccardo 
Giovanelli and Martha Haynes, the 
Georgia Southern group was able to 
work at the Arecibo Observatory for 
five days in January. 
Once there, they helped to put 
a protective cover on the Arecibo 
L-band Feed Array (ALFA), a 
sophisticated seven-receiver system 
that allows large-scale surveys 
of the sky to be conducted with 
unprecedented sensitivity. The cover 
protects ALFA from the potentially 
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Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Munch on 
5 Slip-prevention 
device 
10 Links'vehicle 
14 "Damn Yankees" 
vixen 
15 Singer Buddy 
16 Regan's father 
17 Currier's partner 
18 Opera songs 
19 New York canal 
20 Jackson and 
Principal 
22 Queeg's ship 
23 Getty and 
Winwood 
24 Drew and 
Mariah 
25 Affirmative 
26 Comic crash 
27 Gomez or 
Morticia 
31 Manner 
36 Prepare to drive 
37 CD's rival 
38 10sawbucks 
39 Fit for guys 
41 Detonations 
42 Major ISP 
43 Pool tool? 
44 "On the 
Waterfront" star 
48 Puts in place 
53 Russo and Coty 
54 One with the 
most smarts 
55 Requests 
56 Japanese car 
maker 
57 Sense organ 
58 Electrical unit 
59 Total 
60 Mental spark 
61 Has debts 
62 Naps 
63 Transmit 
DOWN 
1 Writer Barker 
2 Larry of 
"Hogan's 
Heroes" 
3 Choose by vote 
4 Refuse 
5 English prince 
6 Aussie parrots 
7 Walt Disney's 
middle name 
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8 Lamenter's cry 
9 Herndon and 
Cobb 
10 Sharply defined 
11 F.O.E. chapter 
12 Like the wet 
season 
13 Elders and 
alders 
21 Four-year 
intervals 
22 Confessed 
24 Machinery part 
26 Make a wager 
27 24-hr. banker 
28 Narc's org. 
29 Hideaway 
30 Eur. nation 
31 Man about the 
house 
32 SNL's Gasteyer 
33 Ph. bk. listings 
34 Giant Mel 
35 Notes of scales 
37 Dolores Rio 
40 Monkey house 
address 
41 Interments 
New Voices. 
New Services, 
New Attitude. 
www.gadaily.com 
There is No Option! 
43 Infant's bed 
44 La Scala cheer 
45 Plant new 
seeds 
46 Leg joint 
47 Bird homes 
48 Ball's partner 
49 TLC's"_ 
Treehouse" 
50 Crystalline cavity 
51 German city 
52 Bed follower 
54 Cher's Sonny 
56 Stashed away 
Location Quiz 
©2006 Puzzle Junction.com 
The 10 questions below are all about location. How many can you get 
right? Good luck! 
1. Which was the first country to issue postage stamps? 
(a) Great Britain  (b) France (c) Germany 
2. In which city was the world's first subway built? 
(a) New York (b) London (c) Boston 
3. In which city did Lady Godiva take her famous ride? 
(a) Coventry (b) York (c) Bath 
4. What is the capital of the U.S. Virgin islands? 
(a) St. Croix (b) St. John (c) Charlotte Amalie 
5. Where is Transvaal located? 
(a) New Zealand (b) South Africa (c) The Netherlands 
6. The southernmost town in the U.S. is located where? 
(a) Florida (b) Hawaii (c) California 
7. The decisive battle of the French and Indian War took place where? 
(a) Lake Champlain (b) Concord (c) Quebec 
8. Which city lies at the mouth of the Rhine River? 
(a) Rotterdam (b) Hamburg (c) Cologne 
9. We purchased the Oregon Territory from whom? 
(a) Russia (b) England (c) France 
10. In what state was America's first international airport located? 
(a) New York (b) Massachusetts (c) Florida 
ftalons1 
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All-You-Can-Eat Breakfast 
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. 
Lunch - Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Dinner - Mon.-Fri. 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
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ANISE MALTA SICILY 
CAPRI MANDRAKE SIROCCO 
CORSICA MONACO TARANTO 
CRETE NICE TEVERE 
ELBA ORAN TIBER 
GOZO PADRONE TOULON 
LEVANT PORT SAID TRIPOLI 
LIDO RIVIERA TUNISIA 
Now you can place your classified ads online... For Commercial 
Ads, Visit... 
http://www.gsuads.com 
.. .and create, place, proof and pay for your ad online. Just $7 for 
200 characters. In partnership with Universal Advertising. 
Free ads for students, faculty & staff (non-commer<5al): visit us 
online at... 
CLASSIFIED 
CATEGORIES 
100 Announcements 
110 Auditions 
120 Freebies 
130  Lost & Found 
140 Other Announcements 
200 Buy or Sell 
210  Autos for Sale 
220 Auto Parts for Sale 
230  Bicycles for Sale 
www.gadaily.com/ciass_ad_sub.php   250 SmpuSrstsof, 
You must include your names, address and phone number 
for freebies. No phone calls please, at this price we don't take 
dication. 
260 Miscellanneous for Sale 
270 Motorcycles for Sale 
280 Trade &.Barter 
290 Wanted 
300 Employment & Job 
Services 
310 Careers Job Services 
320 Child Care Needed 
330 Child Care Provider 
340 Internships/Volunteer 
350  Jobs/Full Time 
360 Jobs/Part Time 
370 Opportunities/Business 
380 University Work 
390 Wanted Jobs 
400 Housing & Real Estate 
410 Apartments 
420  Lofts & Rooms 
430 Mobile Homes 
440 Real Esate for Sale 
450 Roommates Wanted 
460 Storage & Moving 
Services 
470 Student Housing 
480 Sub Leases 
490 Vacation Rentals 
500 Personals 
500 Personals 
600 Services 
610 Education & Tutoring 
620 Financial Aid/Loans 
630 Legal Services 
640 Resumes/Typing/DTP 
650 Services/Miscellaneous 
700 Travel 
710 Spring BreakTravel 
800 Transportation/Rides 
800 Transportation/Rides 
900 Miscellaneous 
910 Pets & Pet Supplies 
Announcements 
100-199 
130 Lost & Found 
FOUND: one key on keyring 
in Hendricks Hall parking lot. 
Call Janette at 681-5076 
140 Other 
Announcements 
Reach Georgia Southern stu- 
dents with a publication they 
really read... Over 100,000 
copies of the G-A Daily cir- 
culate each month. For more 
info: ads@georgiasouthern. 
edu 
Buy or Sell 
200-299 
210 Autos for Sale 
2003 2 door Honda Accord. 
Saphire blue on black leather. 
The car has a V6 with 57,xxx 
miles. Every option including 
6 disc changer, sun roof, power 
seats, dual climate control etc. 
Asking 15,000 obo. call Matt 
@ (404) 849-3092. 
260 Miscellaneous 
for Sale 
Full size refridgerator with 
built in kegerator and a workin 
freezer $300 obo. Contact Carl 
at 404-247-0856 
Very nice full size fooseball 
table. Just needs legs. Priced 
for quick sell, $30. 
Sportscraft foosball Table for 
sale! Glow-in-the-Dark table!. 
Only missing 1 guy. Still in 
good condition. 770*605*9162 
if interested. 
Sportscraft Foosball Table for 
sale! Glow-in-the-Dark table! 
Only missing 1 guy. Still in 
good condition. Emaii to come 
check it out! 
Whirlpool Washer & Dryer. 
Perfect condition, purchased 
new in 2003. $400 
Don't throw away that junk... 
turn your trash into cash. 
Trying selling it online and 
in print with a G-A Daily ac- 
tion classified ad. It's free for 
students. Visit www.gadaily. 
com to find out more! 
Bedroom Furniture for sale! 
All white from Ikea. Great 
shape. Less than 2 yrs old. 
Willing to compromise on 
price. Includes: corner desk, 
armoire, and 3 drawer dresser. 
Available in May! Call Katy if 
interested @ 770-317-4093 
Employment & 
Job Services 
300-399 
350 Jobs/Full Time 
Need extra money? Tell us 
what hours you can work, 
we'll see if we have a schedule 
to fit it. $7-$9/hr, no Qualifica- 
tions e. o. e. call 912-739-3181 
ask for Nestor. 
CONSTRUCTION TESTING 
TECHNICIANS Construction 
or engineering background 
helpful with a vehicle to haul 
equipment preferred. We train 
you to inspect and test soil, 
concrete, steel, masonry, etc. 
Fax resumes to ECS Southeast 
912-966-9931 or fax resume to 
912-966-9931.  
BARTENDING! Up to $250 
a Day. No Experience Nec- 
essary. Training Available. 
Age 18+ OK 1-800-965-652% 
XT 296 
360 Jobs/Part Time 
LIFEGUARDS: Hiring ft/pt 
lifeguards/pool managers. 
Cobb, Dekalb, Kennesaw, 
Woodstock. LGT and CPR 
classes available. Contact: Al- 
lison 770-485-3672, allison@ 
nautixpools.com, or online 
at WWW. NAUTIXPOOLS. 
COM 
370 Opportunities/ 
Business 
Earn Full-time money work- 
ing Part-time. Scentscational 
New Business. Make $$$. 
Call Stacy 1-888-694-2165 
Ext 102 
390 Wanted Jobs 
Webdesigner/webmaster! Do 
you have a web presence? 
Get an awesome, inexpensive 
web presence without the 
need to spend countless hours 
creating it. I am an information 
technology student currently 
attending georgia southern 
university and have experience 
in webdesign, including being 
the webmaster of 919thebuzz. 
Com! Interested? Call andrew 
at 404-201-2551 or by email 
at ahodges8@georgiasouth- 
ern.Edu 
Housing & Real 
Estate 
400-499 
410 Apartments 
If you need an apartment, or 
if someone you know needs 
one, OR if someone you know 
knows someone that needs 
one then let me know ASAP! 
I am going to Spain next se- 
mester and need someone to 
sublease. $250 a month rent, 
big room, own bathroom. Will 
have a female roomie. Call 
for more info. 478.390.7365 
Looking for roommate to live 
in a furnished luxury apart- 
ment. Conviently located 
less than one mile from GSU 
campus. 912-681-2582 
NOW Leasing!! Newly reno- 
vated units in Stadium Walk. 
Great Deals! call brad at 
912-617-7905 
450 Roommates 
Looking for a roommate? 
Trying to sublease your 
"Y'know, Herbie ... you'd think with such a fat 
head, you wouldn't have such a narrow mind." 
Find a New Friend 
Roxanne 
Roxanne is about 10 months old and is a 
very good girl! She is already housetrained 
and loves people. Please call or email for 
more information.. 
loin usforour7thAnnualPetFun Day 
Saturday, Oct. 28- 10a.m.-lp.m. 
Pieasebritigywrpets (on a leash) 
andaoticpetsarewelcome 
Humane Society of Statesboro & 
Bulloch Co. Animal Rescue Division 
Statesboro, GA-912-681-9393 
bullochanimalrescue@yahoo.com 
Covering the Web Like a Swarm of Electrons... 
Sudoku 
  
Medium 
To play: Complete the grid so that every 
row, column and every 3x3 box contains 
the digits 1 to 9. There is no guessing 
or math involved, just use logic to solve 
58 
place? Put the G-A Daily to 
work for you. Free classified 
for students in print and 
online. Visit www.gadaily.com 
for information 
470 Student 
Housing 
FOR RENT BY OWNER. 
STADIUM WALK APART- 
MENT. TWO BEDROOMS, 
WASHER, DRYER. $425.00 
per month. Some pets allowed. 
Lease required. Call 912 541 
4885. 
3 Bedroom / 2 Bath Brick 
home / carport All tile/hard- 
wood flooring W/D and D/W 
included Spacious back yard 
Rent only $850/month Call 
Elise: 706-627-1594 
480 Sub Leases 
Need someone to move into 
my apartment asap!! willing 
to pay leasing fees and offering 
MONEY INCENTIVE! cam- 
pus club three bedroom, fully 
furnished, all inclusive, walk 
in closet,private bathroom, 
walk to bustop! rent $445 call 
nikki asap 404-643-5286 
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SUBLEASE- 2 bedroom/1 bath apt. on univer- 
sity place, rent 500/month but are willing to 
pay 100 each month, southern cove apts. VERY 
NICE.contact ross or lindsey @ 912-531-2098 
I need someone to take over my lease. I live in 
a 4 bed/2 bath apartment in Player's Club. The 
rent is $320 a month, includes all utilities. Three 
wonderful roommates (one is leaving in May 
and another may possible leave too). Very close 
to campus. Please contact Kia at 912-429-2389. 
1 bedroom for sublease in St. Charles Place 
#10 from now until August 31, 2007. Rent is 
$350 and water is included. Contact Randall 
at 912-682-9603 
Sublease a wonderful Woodlands apt! Own br/ 
bath. HUGE walk-in closet and a short walk to 
campus! $100 off first monthDs rent! Move in in 
May! If interested contact Mary at mweaver7@ 
georgiasouthern.edu. 
Sublease available for summer '07. May thru 
July. 4 Br 3 Ba townhouse located in Hawthrone 
II off of Fair Rd. Rent only $262.50! plus utili- 
ties. Pool access. Contact Katy @ 770-317-4093 
2 bedroom 2.5 bathroom townhouse for sublease 
May 15th. $400 a month per bedroom, Power, 
water, internet and cable included. Interested? 
Call Danielle 404-434-2734 
Travel 
700-799 
710 Spring BreakTravel 
Spring Break Bahamas 5 Days/4 Nights from 
$199 per person Includes Cruise Transport & 
Resort in The Bahamas - Other Packages also 
Available Book Early for FREE VIP Party 
Package! Toil-Free 1-888-85-BEACH (1-888- 
852-3224) www.GoBahama.com 
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Cheats Corner 
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Create and solve your 
Sudoku puzzles for FREE. 
PRIZESUDOKUCDH 
^Sj^souwrty—■-'- Dail/. 
B M  0   Z   1   0   z 
N    i   A   H   A   1    r 
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wmpafli 
Solutions 
Free classified ads for students, faculty & staff 
(non-commercial Only): visit us online at... 
www.gadaily.com/class_ad_sub.php 
You must include your name, address and phone num- 
ber and "dot.edu" address for freebies. Go online and 
prepare your non-commercial message. No phone calls 
please, at this price we don't take dictation. 
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NASCAR: NASCAR 
driver David Gilliland 
drives during qualify- 
ing for the Daytona 500 
auto race Sunday, Feb. 
11,2007 at Daytona In- 
ternational Speedway 
in Daytona Beach, Fla. 
Gilliland took the pole 
with a speed of 186.320 
NHL: Atlanta Thrashers. The Thrash- 
ers, who once were a commanding 
presence in the Eastern Conference, 
are now on a skid since the All-Star 
break. They have lost five of their last 
six games, and are now only five points 
in the lead of the Southeast division, 
followed by'the surging Tampa Bay 
Lightning and Carolina Hurricanes. 
GEORGIA SOUTHERN 52, DAVIDSON 72 
Lady Eagles lose to Davidson 
GSU News Service 
The Georgia Southern women's 
basketball team trailed by just seven 
points at the half, but Davidson's all- 
around strong shooting produced a 
75-52 victory over the Lady Eagles, 
Saturday afternoon, at Belk Arena. 
Georgia Southern falls to 9-16 
overall and 4-10 in Southern Con- 
ference play, dropping its second 
consecutive match. 
Davidson improves to 19-6 over- 
all and 10-4 in league play, snapping 
a two-game skid. 
Junior guard Katie Hamilton led 
all scorers with 18 points, shooting 
5-of-19 from the field and a perfect 
6-of-6 from the free-throw line. Se- 
nior guard Tia Washington followed 
with 16 points on 4-of-9 shooting and 
8-of-8 from the charity stripe. 
GSU was paced by freshman 
guard Carolyn Whitney (Duluth, 
Ga.) with 14 points. 
North Carolina native Tiffany 
Brown (Waxhaw, N.C.) followed 
with 10 points and pulled down five 
rebounds. 
In first-half action, GSU jumped 
out to an early 4-0 lead sparked by 
Shawnda Atwood's (Pensacola, Fla.) 
jumper and, after two ties, Whitney's 
three-pointer gave the Lady Eagles 
a five-point advantage with 12:12 
on the clock. 
GSU led a majority of the first half 
until Hamilton highlighted a 7-0 run 
with the go-ahead layup, giving the 
Wildcats a 23-21 advantage with5:16 
remaining in the first half. 
Davidson's Julia Paquette hit the 
last bucket of the half with 1:40 on 
the clock, and Davidson led 32-25 
going into the locker room. 
Hamilton led all scorers in the 
first half with 11 points, while Brown 
netted eight points, including two 
three-pointers. 
"We played well the first half," 
said llth-year GSU head coach 
Rusty Cram. "I think the frustration 
started setting in when we went seven 
or eight minutes without scoring a 
bucket in the second half. I think the 
first four or five minutes we got in 
within five or six points. And at that 
point, it was like a lid went on the 
basket, we couldn't hit the broad side 
of a barn, couldn't hit a free throw, 
it didn't matter. And they went on 
a big run at that point and opened 
the game up." 
Trailing by just four points three 
minutes into the second half, 36-32, 
Davidson pulled away with a 22-4 
scoring run over a span of 8:22, and 
with 8:50 remaining, the Lady Eagles 
trailed 58-36. 
Davidson hit 17-of-21 (.810) 
attempts from the free-throw, and 
although GSU went a comparable 
18 times to the line, struggled by 
making just eight. 
"When you shoot 44 percent 
from the line, that just tells you how 
you're night's gone," said Cram. "We 
got there, it's one of the few games 
JaredSiri/STAFF 
The Georgia Southern women's basketball team played Western Carolina late Monday night, look for scores and 
updates in Wednesday's sports section. 
that we've gotten there, but we just 
couldn't take advantage of it. Things 
just started going their way once 
they got momentum going midway 
through the second half." 
GSU's performance in the re- 
bounds category gave the Lady Eagles 
several opportunities to keep the 
gameclose. GSUled the Wildcats 15- 
11 in second-chance points, thanks to 
a 41-39 rebounds advantage. 
Junior forward Chequilla Jessie 
(Sanford, Fla.) led the team with a 
game-high tying nine rebounds. 
Atwood pulled in another seven 
boards toward the team total. 
"They (rebounds) kept us in the 
ballgame," added Cram. "I think it 
got us to the free-throw line because 
we were rebounding.  Had we not 
been doing that, it could have gotten 
out of hand quicker. I'm just disap- 
pointed in the way things turned out 
because it was a better effort going 
into that game. They were ready. I 
thought they played hard. My big- 
gest frustration right now is the post 
game. I thought they came out and 
started trapping the ball on the wings, 
making our guards play harder, not 
giving them the free look, and we 
had nothing to go to, we just couldn't 
score inside. And until we get that 
post game scoring, we're going to 
continue to struggle." 
Davidson held a 32-12 advantage 
over the Lady Eagles in points in the 
paint, thanks in large part to Wildcat 
Jessica Robinson, who opened up the 
second half with three consecutive 
buckets, part of her 10-point per- 
formance. Check out Wednesday's 
sports section for updates and scores 
from Monday's action. 
GEORGIA SOUTHERN (9-16,4-10) 
Jessie 1 -5 0-0 2; Atwood 2-7 1-4 5; Melson 2-5 0-1 4; 
Brown 3-11 2-3 10;CWhitney 5-11 1-1 14;Rivens2- 
8 0-0 5; Waterman 2-5 1 -3 5; Geiger 1 -3 0-0 2; Hilbert 
1 -2 1 -2 3; Ogburn 0-1 2-4 2. Totals 19-58 8-18 52. 
DAVIDSON (19-6,10-4) 
Hamilton 5-9 6-6 18; Washington 4-9 8-8 16; Robin- 
son 4-7 2-2 10; Housley 3-6 0-0 8; Mitchell 3-8 0-0 8; 
Paquette 3-6 0-0 6; Gassie 2-7 0-1 4; Kelly 1-31-4 3; 
Halbersleben 1 -2 0-0 2;Thompson 0-0 0-0 0; Laune 
0-0 0-0 0. Totals 26-57 17-21 75. 
Halftime: Davidson 32-25. 
3-point goals: GSU 6-20 ( C. Whitney 3-6; Brown 
2-5; Rivens 1-6; Melson 0-2; Atwood 0-1), David- 
son 6-15 (Housley 2-4; Mitchell 2-5; Hamilton 2-4; 
Gassie 0-2). Fouled out: GSU-None, Davidson 
-none. Rebounds: GSU 41 (Jessie 9), Davidson 39 
(Robinson 9). 
Assists: GSU 10 (Brown 3), Davidson 17 (Mitchell 
6). Total fouls: GSU 16, Davidson 19. 
Attendance: 867. 
GEORGIA SOUTHERN 1, NORTH FLORIDA 4 
Tao Ventre/STAFF 
The Georgia Southern men's tennis team is 1-3 on the season. Begin- 
ning this weekend the Eagles begin the first of eight consecutive home 
matches. 
GSU men fall on the 
road to North Florida 
GSU News Service 
The Georgia Southern men's ten- 
nis team captured the doubles point 
but couldn't put together a singles 
victory, falling 4-1 at North Florida 
on Saturday afternoon. 
Joris De Weerdt/Greg Bekkers 
defeated Glen Marshall/Eduardo 
Pereira 8-3 at No. 2 doubles. 
In the No. 3 slot, Matthew 
Sands/Neil Shine pulled out an 8-3 
win over Yuiti Lopes/Andres Monje. 
Emmanuel Nkoueleue/BorjaMalet 
fell 8-4 to Leonardo Gomes/Javier 
Ferrin in the No. 1 position. In 
singles action, the Ospreys captured 
wins at the Nos. 2,3,4 and 6 posi- 
tions. De Weerdt fell 7-6, 6-4 at 
No. 2 to Ferrin. Sands lost his No. 
3 match 6-4, 6-2 to Ben Smith and 
Bekkers fell 6-3,6-4 to Gomes. 
Shine fell at No. 6 to Marshall 
6-3,6-4. The Nos. 1 and 5 matches 
were unfinished. 
The Eagles begin the first of 
eight consecutive home matches 
on Friday. 
Track and field earns two 
titles at Carolina Classic 
GSU News Service 
Georgia Southern's track and field 
team returns home with two titles, 
numerous season high marks and 
three career bests after a competi- 
tive weekend at the Carolina Classic. 
Freshman Demetrise Anthony had an 
outstanding weekend, claiming the 
title in the Triple Jump with a season- 
high distance of 38'09.75".. 
Her mark puts her fourth on 
GSU's all-time list. Seniors Brittany 
Chase and Lauren Jacobs finished 
third and fourth (38'01.25" and 
37'10.75", respectively) in the event. 
Chase also had a note-worthy 
performance in the 60m Hurdles, 
finishing third overall with a time 
of 8.75. Senior Nicole Brown had 
two individual top three finishes for 
the day with her best performance 
coming in the Long Jump. Brown's 
distanceofl9'02.75"puther at second 
place and is 1'02" better than her 
previous season high (38'07.5"). In 
the 60m, Brown obtained her best 
finish of the season (third) clocking 
in at 7.63. Anthony took fifth in the 
event while achieving a personal- 
best and taking over fourth place on 
GSU's indoor honor roll with her 
finish of 7.69. 
Senior Emily Greeson's 53'02.75" 
mark in the Weight Throw gave her 
a second place finish and a new ca- 
reer-high. In addition to that event, 
Greeson set a second personal-best 
in the Shot Put (43'02.25"). 
Adding to the relay title, Arnold 
also obtained a runner-up finish in 
the 400m (57.80) and took third with 
atimeof25.70inthe200m. 
"The big thing about this weekend 
was that both ends of the team were 
pulling their weight, the seniors 
and the freshmen," said head coach 
Natalie Smith. "It's really exciting 
going into [the indoor conference 
championships] with everyone giv- 
ing their personal best. They are 
really starting to gel as a team and 
the timing is perfect. This indoor 
meet could really set the stage for 
the outdoor season and lead to a 
conference tide." 
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Broken Windshield... ^ 
Call Auto Glass Service 
Fer FREE mobile service to you anywhere. 
|ftsKi£jF(*epairvand replacement, doorglalsTei,^qiJa^^glasses,^ackglasses^ 
5iof(autOidlasssoldFandiinsta!led!i 
Automatic 10% discount issued at tie of service with &SU student id. 
912-508-3009 • 912-964-1482 
www.statesboroglass.com • Monday - Friday: 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. • Saturday: by appointment 
avartnofrs #1 Japanese Resturant 
W'WtPfboro!!! 
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FANTASY 
- 
turn Iffi^iMK^ 
715 Northside Drive East in Southern Square Center • Next to K-Mart 
Jr. Chicken Bowl $3.15 
Jr. Shrimp Bowl $3.95 
Chicken Bowl $4.50 
Shrimp Bowl $5.50 
Shrimp/Chicken $5.75 
We Can Quickly Make Your Favorite Dish, 
So Von Get In and Out In a Hurry 
Hibachi Steak • Shrimp Tempura 
TerlyaW Chicken & Shrimp 
Sushi * Salads * Appetizers and Much More... 
Hcie to\m_Carry Out 912-764-5150 
$H? (35 B3 fax 912-764-5655 
Hour* it AM• 8m7D»y»A w«*  www.caplbHlaiww.com 
\tm | 
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SUtesboro at    ,,  ,,   , 
Southern Square \Mllm 
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CHAAACTIR- COMHTINCY * RIGOR FmkJL 
Gainesville, Georgia 
TEACHER RECRUITMENT FAIR 
SATURDAY, MARCH 3,2007 
9:OOA.M.-1:30 P.M. 
GAINESVILLE CIVIC CENTER 
830 GREEN STREET GAINESVILLE, GEORGIA 
2007-08 Potential Salary Range* 
"Subjwt to toliun by flic GVUPRIJI (fcnwnl Awwrably tincl Hull Ciumty Riwiroj uf Ediiqition 
$35^70 "■ $77?838 
APPLICANTS SHOULD COMPLETE AN QN-UNE APPLICATION IN ADVANCE 
♦faaUco.org/mam/employment.asp 
PRINCIPALS AND OTHER ADMINISTRATORS WILL BE 
INTFRVTFWINft Ffltt ATT TFArHTNftPftQFnnNQ! 
interviews ar* rowrvvd ftir appIiwnU with prof«x*t»nal i^rtific alion or{hum wh<j anlkipal* prufmtonul 
certification by the beginning of the U00?»o8 academic year. Individuals pursuing alternative certification 
are invited \a attend and submit re&umes for consideration at a later time * 
COMPREHENSIVE MEDICAL COVERAGE AND BASIC UFE INSURANCE PROVIDED BY 
THE SCHOOL SYSTEM ATMINIMALCOSTTO THE EMPLOYEE, 
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS INCLUDE DENTAL, SUPPLEMENTAL UEE* VISION* CANCER, 
LOCATED ON BEAUTIFUL LAKE LAN1ER ONLY MINUTES FROM ATLANTA! 
DIRECTIONS FROM ATLANTA 
Iravd 1-85 North, rake 1-985 North to Gainesville, Go 10 Krit 22. turn left omo Highway 129 North, 
Remain mi Highway 129 North through Gainesville, Hie Civic Center lit located on the right. 
QUESTIONS: 770-534-1080 
Web-Site: www.hallco.oi'g E-Mail: personnel® ■org 
